
 

 

METALGATE RECORDS PROUDLY PRESENTS:  COLOSALIST – PASS INTO 

OBLIVION 

Petr Staněk is without a doubt one of the most distinct Czech metal musician, memorable not 

only for his hymnic diabolical vocal, but more importantly for his incredible feel for 

composing kick-ass songs with powerful choruses which significantly contributed to the 

critical acclaim of the famed folk-doom act SILENT STREAM OF GODLESS ELEGY in its 

early years (that is, in the second half of music-wise great 1990s). Afterwards, he spawned a 

new manifestation of his talents in the form of the band LIVEEVIL, which stands at the 

forefront of Czech cyber-metal. Now however, Petr return to his “silent streamy” period via 

the COLOSALIST project, bringing a vigorous, icy and effervescent symphonic pagan-doom! 

Classifications aside, simply metal “made by Petr Staněk” that not only those who remember 

the early days find so appealing.  

“Pass Into Oblivion” EP picks up exactly where Petr left off, when he bid farewell to his 

involvement in SILENT STREAM OF GODLESS ELEGY, that is continues in the vein of 

“Themes” and “Behind the Shadows” albums, both highly acclaimed by critics and fans alike. The 

whole compositions, containing four tracks (“Creeping Frost”, “In Light of a Lantern”, “Aeonian” 

and “Witnesses from Shadows”), is entirely Petr’s doing, with him also managing all the 

instruments, except bass guitar which was taken care of by yet another well-known persona of the 

Czech metal scene, Petah from ENDLESS. Each song acts as a fantasy image full of mages, 

demons and other mythological entities that stand as metaphors for personal battles that each of us 

has to undertake. Epic and unstoppable pagan warmachine covered in mammoth pelts – that is 

COLOSALIST!   

The debut release of the COLOSALIST project is released by MetalGate Records in digipack 

format, and is available on our e-shop as well as in the selected music stores around Czech 

Republic, the list of which is available on our website.  

www.facebook.com/pages/COLOSALIST/165524370277954 
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